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Background

There are several open-source ETL tools designed for CDM and available for OHDSI community. Tools for code mapping and quality control provide a good starting point to design ETL processes for getting CDM but ETL implementation still requires technical skills in programming languages and platforms. Presented solution addresses this need and provides a visual designer for ETL implementation targeting CDM.

Methods

“Perseus” is a combination of a web application for ETL configuration and an engine for: conversion of native data into CDM, data quality check, code mapping, generating ETL document, and vocabulary search.

Step 2: Create the Code Mappings

Step 3: Design and run ETL

- Visually map raw data to CDM
- Embedded set of transformations
- Embedded set of lookups
- Configure conditional mappings
- Configure conditional mappings
- Automatic domain switching

Step 4: Quality Control

- Integrated Data Quality Dashboard

Conclusions

“Perseus” reduces the time spent on manual processes such as writing code and mapping source data to target systems. The configuring and running ETLs with “Perseus” makes it repeatable, shareable, and saves time.
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